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Assrnncr
The frequency of twin types and the handedness were determined' Ior !,179 crystals
from six localities by the use of etch figures developed with hydrofluoric acid' It is shown
that twinned quartz crystals are much more common than untwinned and that the frequencies of twin types and the ratios between twin types vary from locality to locality.
It is suggested that crystals twinned according to both the Dauphin6 and Brazil laws
should be called "Dauphin6-BraziI" twins rather than by the names that have been previously applied. The local variations of twin ratios are thought to be a reflection of geologic
environment.

INrnooucrroN
Some years ago while engaged in etch-figure work with the late Dr.
A. P. Honess, it became desirable to etch and study a few low-quartzz
crystals from two localities. The crystals from the first locality showed
considerably more twinning than those from the second, although the
unetched crystals gave no indication of any twinning. A search through
the literature disclosed many articles on twinning in quartz but there
were few statistical data on the frequency distribution of twin types and
of right- and left-handed crystals. Further s{udies were made on additional crystals from these two localities and from four others in order to
determine the frequency of twin types for eachlocality and the frequency
of right- and left-handed quartz crystals. Interest in this problem arose
more from the geologicalimplications than from the purely mineralogical
aspects.
The writer is indebted to the late Arthur P. Honessfor an introduction
to the etch method and for encouragement in this study. Thanks are
extended to several former associatesfor gifts of certain crystals and for
I Published by permission of the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
2 The term low-quartz refers, in this paper, to low-temperature quartz, that modifica
tion often called alpha and occasionally called beta which is stable below 573' C.
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opportunities to discuss the problem. C. Wroe Wolfe kindly loaned his
translation of Friedel's LeEonsd,e Crislallographie and Siemon Muller
certain Russian translations. Appreciation is expressedto J. D. H. Donnay, D. M. Fraser, C. S. Hurlbut, Jr., Earl fngerson, and R. B. Sosman
for constructive criticism of the original manuscript, and to R. D. Butler
for discussions about the phantom crystals. J. C. Wynn very kindly
loaned his drawings of phantom crystals from Brazil.
There is a voluminous literature on quartz but it is beyond the scope
of this paper to review all of it. Many of the referencesare concerned
with descriptions and study of quartz twins and twinning, the nature
of the twin boundaries, quartz etch figures,vicinal faces,relations of form
and twinning to temperature of formation, as well as geology and occurrence. Among the many workers who prior to 1940 contributed to the
study of qu.artz alcng these lines are Baumhauer, Bendrich, Bomer,
Bond, Brauns, Des Cloiseaux, Drugman, Friedel, Gaudefroy, Gill,
Goldschmidt, Heide, Hirschwald, fchikawa, Kalb, Larsen, Leydolt,
Martini, Meen, Meyer, Molengraaf, Miigge, Nacken, Niggli, Penfield,
Rose, Sosman, Trommsdorf, Von Roth, Websky, Weiss, Wright, and
Witteborg. Since 1940, because of the great war demand for quartz
oscillator-plates in the radio industry, added impetus was given in the
United States to the study of quartz and its twinning by the work of
Armstrong, Bond, Frondel, Gordon, Hurlbut, Parrish, Stoiber, Willard,
and others. No attempt will be made to cite all of the references;some
are noted in recent papers by Frondel, Parrish, Hurlbut, Gordon and
others,s
Heide (1928) tabulates data for twenty-eight twin halves of Japanese
twins from Saubachgiving three with no twinning, fi.fteen twinned after
the Dauphin6 law, of which sevenwere left-handed and eight were righthanded, two after the Brazil law and eight after the Dauphin1-Brazil
law. Trommsdorf (1937) examined 4,483 crystals from Villa Cristallina
near Tres Capone, Brazil, and reported that 0.91 per cent were twinned
according to the Brazil Iaw. He also found that about half of those examined were right-handed and half were left-handed. His results are
markedly at variance with those of Hurlbut (1946) for Brazilian quartz.
Thompson (1937) used the positions and striae on the s {1121} and
* {5161| faces to determine handednessof 52 crystals from ten localities.
He found that 24 were right-handed, thirteen were left-handed, and
thirteen could not be identified. One Dauphin6 twin and one Brazil twin
3Symposium
onquartzoscillator-plates,
Am.Mineral.,3l,205-M8,nos.5 and6 (1945);
also other numbers of the Am. Minaal.; see also Bel,I System Teeh. Jow.; reports and information circulars from the Office of the Chief Signal Officer, War Department; bulletins
of ttre Fort Monmouth (Long Branch) Crystal Laboratories.
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were found. However, Thompson had too few crystals for his data to be
of statistical value. His method, while of interest to the mineral collector,
is inadequate for a frequency study since only a small proportion of all
qrrartz crystals have the s and * faces developed. Furthermore, in many
casesit is not possible to determine the presenceor absenceof twinning
from the development of thesefaces.
Saparova (1933) reported that, of thirty crystals from Wermsdorf,
nineteen were twinned; eighteen according to the Dauphin6 law and one
according to the Brazil law.
Hurlbut (1946) gives some excellent data on the volume percentages
of Dauphin6 and Brazil twinning in quartz crystals from thirteen localities in Brazil, two in Guatemala, and one in Colombia. His article is
based on research to determine which localities worrld yield the best
grade of oscillator-plate quartz. Hurlbut examined 52,000 wafers cut
from 3,015 crystals and thus gives a quantitative viewpoint not ordinarily
obtainable by those outside the quartz industry. Since he did not report
the frequencies of twin types or twinned and untwinned crystals, his
data cannot be directly compared with those presented below but there
seem to be some relationships. Hurlbut's data (p. 449, Table 3) shows
differencesin the volume percentagesof twinning with greater difierences
among Brazilian, Colombian, and Guatemalan localities than among
just Brazilian localities. This is brought out rnore strikingly by the yield
of oscillator-plate blanks per pound than by the percentagesof twinning,
although, as Hurlbut points out, it is unfair in generalizing to say that
Colombian and Guatem alan quartz are of lower grade (and thus in one
sense more strongly twinned) than Brazilian quaftz because of the
limited quantities studied from the former localities.
There is also quantitative information on high-quartz crystals. One
of the more informative studies is Miigge's (1892) on pyrogenic or rockforming quartz including a number of euhedral high-quartz crystals from
porphyries.
Quanrz Ercu Frcunns
Excellent discussionsof etch figures of quartz are given by Leydolt,
Miigge, fchikawa, Nacken, Gill, Meyer, Penfield, and Bond. Honess
(1927) has discussed the entire subject of etching very thoroughly.
It is relatively easy to distinguish between right- and left-handed
qtartz by the use of etch figures (Meyer and Penfield, 1889)and, furthermore, the etch figures for all faces of one form etched with the same
solvent are quite distinctive from those of other forms. The fact that
different solvents develop different etch figures on the same face is of no
signifi.cancehere.
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Quafiz can be etched by several solvents. Hydrofluoric acid has been
the most widely used, although the quartz industry now uses a water
solution of ammonium bifluoride (Parrish and Gordon, 1945) for safety
reasons.Hydrofluoric acid was used in the present study. The etcLfigures
produced by hydrofluoric acid on the rhombohedralfaces r {1011} and
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z l}In)
are more or less triangular pits, the exact size and shape depending in part on the maturity of the pit (Honess, 1927,p.32). The
typical pits on the m { 1010} face are trapezoids. Etch figures produced
by hydrofluoric acid on the r, z, rn, and s faces of quartz are shown schematically in Fig. 1.
Quanrz Twrx Laws
There are six known twin laws for low-quartz (Friedel, 1926), namely,
Dauphin6, Brazll, Japanese, Esterel, Sardinian, and Breithaupt. In
addition, there is a complex type of twinning which is a combination of
the Dauphin1 and Bra"zil laws and has been variously called Liebisch
twinning, combined twinning, combined optical twinning, combined
Dauphin6-Brazil twinning, and Dauphin6-Brazil twinning. Dauphin6,
Brazil, and Dauphin1-Brazil twins are penetration twins and are the
most common types. Although they are the only twin laws considered
in this study, a summary of all the known twin laws of qtartz is included.
Suv.lrenv ol Twrw Laws ol Quenrz
Name
Dauphin6

Twin
A ttis

Composition
Plane

[0001]

(1120)

Brazil

(0001)
Dauphin6-Brazil.
Combinedor Liebisch and

irregular
(1010)

penetration twin; intergrowth
of two right- or two left-handed
individuals;
rotation
efiect;
common

irregular
(1120)

penetrationtwin;intergrowth
of a right- and a left-handed
individual;
reflection effect;
common

irregular

complex penetration twin; intergrowth of a right- and a lefthanded individual;
rotation
and reflection effectl common

(rr2o)
Japanese

variablel

n-...,..,-^emares

flane

(1122)

contact twin; rare

Esterel

(1011)

(l0ll)

contact twinl rare

Sardinian

(1012)

(1012)

contact twinl rare

Breithaupt

(1121)

(ll2l)

contact twin; rare

1Heide (1928)considersfour "laws" for Japanesetwins of which the commondesignation (1122)is one "law."
Recognition of penetration twins is largely a matter of etching and
observing the type and arrangement of the etch figures (Fig. 2).
ft is generally accepted that untwinned quartz is relatively uncommon
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and that most crystals are twinned according to the Dauphin6 law and
the Brazil law (Booth and Sayers, 1939; Gordon, 1945; and others).
Booth and Sayers also indicate that Dauphin6-Brazil ("combined")
twinning is very common.
In Dauphin6 twinning, the r [1011] and z l0lll] faces becomecoincident as if there were a 1800(or 600) rotation of one part with respect to
another about the c axis with the intergrowth of two right- or two lefthanded individuals. This is electrical or orientational twinning. The
boundaries between twin parts are irregular. Typical etch-figure patterns
on the rhombohedral faces of Dauphin6 twinned crystals are shown in
Fig. 2.
Brazil twinning, also known as chiral or optical twinning, is the result
of an intergrowth of a right- and a left-handed individual as if there had
been a reflection acrossa secondorder prism. Thus a right r { 1011} face
becomescoincident with a left z 11011l face. Brazil twin boundariesare
more regular than Dauphin6 and in many casesare parallel to crystallographic directions. Characteristic Brazil twin boundaries and etch-figure
patterns on the rhombohedral facesare shown in Fig. 2.
fnternal twin boundaries of Dauphin6 and Brazil twins in sections
through the crystals are well illustrated and describedby many workers;
in recent years by Frondel (1945), Gordon (1945), Johnston and Butler
(1946), Parrish and Gordon (1945), Willard (1944) and others.
The Dauphinl-Brazil twin has been describedfor many years but does
not seem to have acquired a name until recently. Leydolt (1855, pl. 4)
gives an excellent illustration of this type of twinning in a basal section.
Liebisch (1896) mentions it as one possible type of twin but applies
no name. Lewis (1899) describesit as a possible composite crystal
("levo-dextrogyral twins B") and refers to amethyst crystals which supposedly show it. This complex twinning is pointed out in both editions
of Weiss, Mineralogy (I9O2, 1929) and by Klockman (1923). Heide
(1928) refers to Liebisch's description and shows the symmetry of the
twinned crystals schematically with etch-figure patterns. Heide's discussion is one of the most complete. Gaudefroy (1933) also recognizedthis
type of twinning. No mention of twinning of this type is made in Hintze's
Hanilbuch, in the 6th Edition of Dana's Systemof Mineralogy (1892), in
Zirkel's Elemenled,erM,ineralogie(1897), nor in Tutton's Crystollogrophy,

(re22)

The first name applied to this twinning was apparently given by Ivanov
and Shafranovsky (1938) who illustrate types of twinned crystals which
they refer to as simple and complex Liebisch twins. Booth and Sayers
(1939) describe and figure this same type of twinning but suggestedthe
name "combined optical twinning." Willard (1944) also describes and
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figures such twinning and calls it "combined twinning." Thomas (1945)
suggested"comtrined twinning" as a shorter lorm of "combined optical
twinning." Gordon (1945) and Frondel (1945) have also used the term
"combined twinning" as have a few others. According to the illustration
of Ivanov and Shafranovsky (1938), a simple Liebisch twin is a rigidly
defined combination of both Dauphin6 and Brazil twin-law effectsin such
a way that there is first an apparent rotation about the c axis (Dauphin6
efiect) and then there is an apparent reflection across a second order
prism face (Bra,zil law effect). Thus in this simple twin a right r and a
left z face become coincident (see Fig. 2) rather than a right r and a
leJt r asin aBrazil twin or aright r and aright z as in a Dauphin6 twin.
Descriptions and figures by Heide (1928) and the comments of others
agreein principle with the above.
This combination of the DauphinE andBrazil laws is perhaps analogous to the complex albite-Carlsbad twin in the triclinic feldspars. There
is, however, one difierence. Because qtartz is enantiomorphous, the
twining action cannot be performed by a single operation as it can for
the albite-Carlsbad twin. In the albite-Carlsbad twin the simplest form
has only two parts (1 and 2' of Winchelt, 1933); part 1 is in the original
position and part 2'is in a position that can be obtained by two rotations,
one corresponding to the albite Iaw and one to the Carlsbad law' Similarly in the simple Dauphin6-BruzlI twin there are two parts, one in the
original position and the secondobtained by a rotation combined with a
reflection. Such dual Dauphin6-Brazil twins are uncommon in quartz.
In most crystals twinned according to the complex Dauphin6-Brazil
law, as observed in the present study, there are many parts so that any
one part will have a Dauphin6 twin relation to a second, a Brazil twin
relation to a third, a Dauphin6-Brazil relation to a fourth.
Typical Dauphind-Brazil twin-law etch-figure patterns on the rhombohedral faces are shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates possible etch-figure
patterns on rhombohedral faceswhere the Dauphin6 effect appearson one
face, the Brazil effect on a secondface, and the Liebisch effect on a third
face. Some of thesevariations have been noted.
On the basis of date of publication, Ivanov and Shafranovsky's name
"Liebisch" should have precedenceover the others. From the standpoint
of usage, the term "combined twinning" seems well established and
understood in the quartz oscillator-plate industry. Despite precedence
and usage, it is suggestedthat this type of twinning in quartz should
be called "Dauphin6-Brazil twinning" just as the complex feldspar twin
laws are named after their combinations. As crystals showing only a
simple Dauphin6-Brazil twin pattern or "Liebisch" efiect are rare, it may
be desirableto drop the term "Liebisch."
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PnocBrunn
All of the crystals used in this study possessedthe trigonal symmetry
of low-quartz. Groups of crystals were obtained from each locality
without any selective sampling other than the requirement that each
crystal have its terminal faces completely developed. The crystals were
etched with hydrofluoric acid until the etch figures were sufficiently
mature for recognition of outline and orientation. No attempt was made
to control the time of etching or the concentration of the acid. After
etching, the crystals were examined under a binocular microscope in
reflected light and classifiedaccording to the twin laws indicated by the
etch figure patterns (seeFig. 2).
All observations were confined to the rhombohedral faces of crystals
except in the caseof those from Herkimer County, N. Y. This was necessary in most casesbecauseof the lack of development of prism faces or
because the prism faces were too striated or otherwise roughened for
etching. fn some cases,particularly with the Arkansas crystals, it was
possible to trace twin boundaries from the rhombohedral faces to the
adjacent prism faces.
Rnsur,rs AND DEScRIprroN ol Marrnrar,
A total of 1,179 crystals from six widely separatedgeographiclocations
and distinct geologic occurrences were examined. The statistical data
are presented in Table 2. No distinction is made in the table between
simple and complex Dauphin6-Brazil twinning. fn classifying Brazil
and Dauphin6-Brazil twins there is always the problem of whether they
should be placed with right-handed or left-handed crystals. Only in a
few instances was any difiiculty experiencedin determining which type
of quartz was dominant in a crystal. It is generally obvious from visual
inspection that one or the other is dominant.
As others have pointed out, right- and left-handed quartz occur in
about equal proportions in t'untwinned" crystals as well as in Daphin6 twins. Brazil twins and Dauphinl-Brazil twins, with respect to the
dominant handednessin each crystal, also show right- and left-handed
qtartz in about equal proportions.
The relative frequency of untwinned and twinned crystals varies from
place to place, and the relative frequency of the interpenetration twin
laws also varies considerably. Accordingly, there is a determinable ratio
between twin types for individual localities. For the total number
of crystals studied, Dauphin6-Brazil twins are slightly more common
than Dauphin6 twins. Brazil twins are relatively uncommon. However,
in the breakdown by localities, the relative frequencies, at any one oc-
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currence show more variation. Actually, Dauphin6 twins are more
abundant in four of the six occurrences (Arkansas, Utah, Maryland'

A

<'

Frc. 3
Arkansas crystals-Quartz crystals from Arkansas are well known and
their occurrenceand geology have been well described by Miser (1943)
and Engel (1946). The material used in this study came from the Fisher
mines about seven miles southeast of Mount Ida, Montgomery County,
near the southwest end of the main district in western Arkansas (Engel
Fig. 1, 1946). The crystals are singly terminated and range from 3/8
inch to one inch in diameter and one inch to two inches in length. They
belong to Engel's simple type (p. 606, 1946). Most of them have clear
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terminations with milky lower portions. None of the crystals reported in
Table 1 showed any.r or r faces. Typical twin boundaries on the rhombohedral faces of the Arkansas crystals are shown in Fig. 3.
In addition to the Arkansas crystals reported in the table, a second
group of 160 singly terminated crystals representing a number of Arkansas localities were also examined. rt is a pleasure to thank Mr. Hugh
D. Miser, U. S. Geological Survey, for the gift of these crystals. The

Tasrn 1. Fnreunr.rcv
or TwrNLews rlr AnxaNsaseuanrz Cnvsrer_s
Number
Per Cent
(rounded off)
Ratio (d:b:db)
" R:right;
Brazil.

Rnl*
39
24

Rd
Ld
Rb
2216131554
15108933_

Lnt
46
29

Lb

Rdb

INb

10:7.5:3
L:left;

nt:no

twinning; d:Dauphin6; b:Brazil;

db:Dauphin6-

This assemblageof crystals shows a greater proportion of untwinned
crystals than do those lacking the r and s faces. This difierence is largely
at the expense of the Dauphin6 twins. There is also a slight decreasein
the total frequency of intergrowths of right- and left-handed individuals
with the Dauphin6-Brazil twinning giving way to Brazil twinning.
Pennsylaania *ystals.-There are a number of localities in pennsylvania and Maryland where quart z crysta"lsoccur in soil overlying limestones. Presumably they are residual from the weathering of the limestones.The material describedhere came from a field underrain by Trenton limestone (Butts and Moore, 1936) just east of Lemont, Centre
county. Quaftz crystals were found also in the limestone and in calcite
veins cutting the limestone. None of them, however, was as large as the
Iargest crystals found in the soil.
Tesln 2. FrrqunNcvor.TwrNLews rN euenrz Cnysrals
Locality
Arkansas
07
/o
Pennsylvaniar

%

Rnt*

Lnt

Rd

Ld

Rb

Lb

12
12
99
87
12
8
4.1 4.1 33.6 29.5 4.1 2.7

43161200
l.r
.8 4.6 3.4 0

0

Rdb

Ldb

Total

30
10.2

35
tr.9

295

159
153
45.8 M.r

347
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696516153000168
4l.t 38.8 9.5 8.9

HerkimerCo.,N.Y.214
13
31.8 29.s
%
Maryland
U
/o

Alaska

%oo

1
2.3

2
4.5

1.8 0

0

3
2
6.8 4.5

3
6.8

912710000038
23.7 3r.6 18.4 26.3 0

0

304000
27 36.1 0

0

0

0

0

0
6
rs.6

M

0

2t
20
18.8 18

tll

Total right-handed or right-handed dominant Slg or Sl.6/6
Total left-handed or left-handed dominant
485 ot 4g.4/6
* R:right;
L:left;
nt:no
twinning; d:Dauphin6;
b:Brazil;
db:Dauphin6_
Brazil.
I 12 additional crystals showed
Rb at one end andLb at the other.
3 additional crystals showed Rnt at one end and Lnt at the other end.
2 1 additional crystal showed
Rnt at one end and Lnt at the other end.

to one and one-half inches long. Typical twin boundaries on the rhombohedral facesare shown in Fig. 4o. Figure 46 showsinternal twinned parts.
utah crystals-The crystals were taken from a small drusy specimen
collected in the Tintic district. Barite crystals were associatedwith the
qvaftz crystals. The latter are small singly terminated crystals with a
diameter of about one-eighth inch and a length of about three-eighth
inch.
Neu York cryslals-The material used in this study is typical of the
well-known Herkimer county, New York, product. The crystals range
from one-quarter inch to three-quarters inch in diameter and one-half

same size as the Tintic, utah, material and are singly terminated with
only the rhombohedral faces develooed.
Alaska crystals-The Alaska .ryrtrl, are from Glacier Basin, near
wrangell, Alaska. They occurred as drusy deposits with a comb-like
structure in vugs or along the walls of quartz-fluorite breccia veins cutting
a series of metamorphic rocks in the Coast Ranges. The geology and
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dominance of the r face over the z face.
No crystals were noted twinned only according to the Brazil-law' In
the crysials twinned according to the Dauphin6-Brazil complex law, the
...orri enantiomorphous individual always mad.eits appearancenear the
base of the rhombohedral faces and in practically all casesit was indicated by the coincidenceof right- and left-handed r faces'
Drscussror.r

showed no twinning on the rhombohedral faces to see if there were twin
boundaries on the prism faces not extending to the rhombohedral faces'
In some instances such boundaries were observed but not in enough
cases to change noticeably the actual numbers of crystals and, even

one slightly below the base of the termination, and etching the basal
sections. Of the 20 sections, 12 showed no twinning at all' The other 8
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crystals showed quite small irregular patches of twinning which were
restricted to the very edges of the crystals but were not always recognizable on the prism faces. Four of these eight crystals each cairied one
small twinned part near the center of the section.B".uu.. these did not
appear on the rhombohedral faces, it is suggested that some twinned
parts were wholly internal, i.e. entirely surrounded by other qrartz.
Heide (1928) also suggestedthat material appearing as untwinned quartz

Frc. 5
in poorly developed crystals might actually be twinned ersewherein the

of the 20 crystals mentioned above, 40 per cent of those tested showed
twinned parts which were not recognized on the rhombohedral faces.
Although this is a considerable percentage of the so-called untwinned
crystals, actually the distribution of these twins did not change the ratio
of twin types. Thus, if there is any hesitancy in accepting the untwinned
group as truly untwinned crystals, it can be disregarded and only the
ratios of twin types accepted. On this basis, the approximate ratios of
twin types for each locality are given below as derived from the relative
frequenciesin Table 2 (seealso Fig. 5).
{ Personal communication.
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Rerros on TwrN Tvprs
Dauphint
Arkansas
Pennsylvania
Utah
New York
Maryland
Alaska

10
10
10
10
10
10

DauPhi'nt-Brazil

Brazil

1.1
0.0
1.0
r7.o
0.0
0.0

:
:
:
:
:
:

2.2
110.0
0.0
30.0
0.0
6.0

Practically, of course, the study of twin boundaries in quartz only at
the surface of the crystals does not tell much about the extent of the
twinned material within the crystal. Confining the observations to the
rhombohedral faces limits this still more. However, it can be shown
from the geometry of most of the crystals that the principal direction of
growth was parallel to the c axis ahd probably on the rhombohedral
faces. It is readily apparent that if, as a seed crystal grows' the rhomb
faces are the areas of greatest deposition the crystal will become elongate
parallel to the c axis. In order to produce broad short crystals the rate
of growth on the prism faces must be greater than on the rhomb faces.
One indication of direction of growth is phantom crystals. Johnston and
Butler (1946) figure a number of phantom crystals from Brazil and state

(p.63e):
was
The prismatic habit of quartz is reflected by the phantom relations-growth
usually pronounced along the r axis after formation of the phantom even though the center
of gravity in the basal planes conspicuously shifted.

Their figures as well as other unpublished figures5of phantom crystals
from Brazil all show the rhomb faces as having a greater thickness of
quartz in each phantom than do the correspondingprism faces.6
In a general way, similar conditions of growth are inferred for the
crystals described herein, all of which have their long dimension parallel
to the c axis. Therefore, observations on the rhombohedral faces of these
crystals should reflect the frequency and nature of twinning at the places
of greatest deposition, at least during the last stage of growth of the
crystals. The groups of so-called untwinned crystals should now take
on more significancebecausethey would indicate there was no twinning
developing at that time. Unless there were radical changesin conditions
5 The writer is indebted to Mr.
J. C. Wynn for the opportunity to study a set of 100
unpublished drawings of phantom crystals from Brazil. Johnston's and Butler's (1946) illustrations of phantoms are from this set.
6 The problem of asymmetry of apices and direction of flow of solutions does not enter
into this discussion (Newhouse, l94l; Bandy, 1942; Engel, 1946). The Brazilian crystals
apparently have retained the asymmetry of the "seed" crystal of the phantoms throughout
the growth of the phantoms.
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of growth from early to late stages,the observations should perhaps be
an indication of what would be found within the crystal. Even if there
were radical changes from early to late stages, it seems reasonable to
believe that they would have been in degreeof controlling factors rather
than in type. Where no twinning or only isolated patches of twinned
quartz are exposedat the surface of the crystal, it does not seemprobable
that the interior of the crystal should show strong twinning with many
parts.
Becauseinternal twinned parts are not taken into account, these data
are not rigidly quantitative but rather they expressa relative frequency
of and ratio between twin types. rf the materials described herein were
studied along the lines applied by Hurlbut (1946), there might be no
groups of untwinned crystals but such groups according to the present
classificationmight show only very small volume percentagesof twinned
quartz.
The ratios between twin types for each locality may be characteristic
of different types of geologic occurrence.Frondel (194s) has stated that
the relative development of Dauphin6 and Brazil twinning varies widely
as does the individual percentageof the twin types and that the type of
occurrence seemsto be a controlling factor in the relative development
of twins. Hurlbut's (1946) data, although given as volume percentages,
indicate a difference in the amount of twinning from place to place. As
Hurlbut points out, the correlation between percentage of twinning and
yield of oscillator blanks per pound is far from perfect, but study of his
data shows the yield from Brazilian localities to fall within certain
limits which are higher than the limits of the yield from other than
Brazilian localities. The correlation of volume percentagesof Dauphin6
and Brazil twinned parts with locality is less obvious than for yield of
blanks, but again all of the Brazilian localities fall within certain rimits
outside of which the volume percentagesof the other rocalities lie.
There is also a suggestion,albeit weak, that for a group of localities of
similar origin there may be upper and lower limits for the volume percentage of twinning as compared with other types of occurrences.IJnfortunately, Hurlbut could not list specificlocalities for security reasons,
and so it is not possible to compare his Brazilian localities with the four
major quartz belts in Brazil (Stoiber, Tolman, and Butler, 1945). possibly a closer correlation and narrower limits for each belt might be
forthcoming. On the other hand, Campbell (1946) includes two of the
quartz belts described by Stoiber in one type of geologic occurrence.ft
would appear that very broadly speaking all Brazilian rocalities are
similar in origin and geologic occurrence and belong to a single genetic
period (Kerr and Ericksen, 1942;
Johnston and Butler, 1946, and,
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onto earlier growth Planes.
Suuua.nv AND CoNcLUSToNS
There is a great need for further observation and experimentation
ratios
before the geologicalsignificanceof the frequency of twins and the
Temperature
understood'
fully
quartz
be
can
in
types
between twin
measurements on inclusions similar to those reported by Newhouse
(1933), Ingerson (1947), and Twenhofel (1947) would be very valuable'
Further studies along that line are in progressfor the crystals described
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herein. Study of growth patterns and twinning
in the various parts of
phantom crystals may contribute much to the problem.
There are, however, several well establisheJ points
with respect to
quartz twinning which can serve as a basis for
future work.
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